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Abstract
Subject of investigation are capillary bridges (CB) between two parallel solid plates
normally oriented to the gravity field. Presented are results of study of CB with
negligible gravity effects and CB undergoing observable gravitational deforma‐
tions. Among the discussed problems some new aspects of the CB behavior are for‐
mulated. One of them is the so-called stretching thickness limit, i.e. the maximal
thickness above which a CB of given volume and contact angles cannot exist. It is
shown that the stretching thickness limit of a concave CB substantially differs from
that of a convex one. Analysis of the forces acting on CB plates is presented. It clear‐
ly demonstrates that the gravity part of the forces, relative to the part of capillary
forces, increases with stretching. Most of the observed effects are interpreted on the
basis of the two CB radii of curvature analysis, thus avoiding the ponderous proce‐
dures of obtaining (integrating) the CB generatrix profile. The success of this ap‐
proach lies in its combination with image analysis of CB profile. Discussed are the
contact angle hysteresis effects at CB stretching and pressing.
Keywords: capillary bridge, image analysis, contact angle hysteresis
1. Introduction
As every classical subject, the capillary bridge (CB) has its centuries-old history and continuous
reincarnation in the science and praxis. A characteristic feature of the classical subject is the
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richness of problems they produce. CB related human activity goes back to the ancient times
[1, 2]. Nowadays CB provide well-known effects in atomic force microscopy [3, 4] and
lithography [5-8]. CB also play important role in soil-water interactions [9-11].
The scientific interest of CB originates from the mathematical problem of construction of
figures of minimal area, defined by the French astronomer and mathematician C. Delaunay
[12]. He found a new class of axially symmetric surfaces of constant mean curvature. Much
later Kenmotsu [13] solved the complex nonlinear equations, describing this class of surfaces.
However, the solution that he had proposed has little practical importance because the
representation there has no geometrical interpretation.
An important step in the analysis of minimal surfaces is the understanding of the role of their
curvatures. Today it is well known that a surface of minimal area has a constant mean curvature
and vice versa [12], but the formulation and the proof of this theorem have their long story. It
begins with the remarkable figure proposed by Euler [14], named later catenoid [15]. In the
mathematical studies, the catenoid is defined as a figure of revolution with zero mean
curvature but for the rest of the natural sciences it is popular as an object, formed by a soap
film stretched between two parallel rings. The fundamental question here is what physical
feature of soap films determines their minimal areas. The answer of this question is the surface
tension, nowadays given at school, but it took almost a whole (18th) century for that answer.
Many scientists have contributed to the elucidation of the problem, two of them: Pierre Simon
Laplace (1749-1827) and Thomas Young (1773-1829) [16] are of the greatest merit. To these two
scientists and especially to one of them, Laplace, we owe the introduction of the notion of
capillary tension, which opened the way of modern investigation of capillary phenomena.
Moreover, Laplace has practically formulated the currently used condition for mechanical
equilibrium between two fluids divided by a capillary surface, pσ =∆p. Here pσ =σ(1 / R1 + 1 / R2)
is the capillary pressure with surface tension σ, radii of curvature are R1,2 and the pressure
difference between the adjacent bulk phases is ∆p (isotropic fluids). The sum (1 / R1 + 1 / R2) is
twice the so-called mean curvature. Note that the cited above Laplace formula has its gener‐
alized form for anisotropic fluids (e.g. liquid crystals) [17]. Among all parameters of the Laplace
formula, most interesting are the radii of the curvature R1,2. They are the tool for investigation
and analysis of the variety of capillary shapes. The analytical interpretation of the mean
curvature is based on the differential geometry but its combination with the direct geometrical
meaning of the radii proves to be very fruitful. For surfaces of revolution, this geometrical
meaning becomes very transparent. Along with that, the analytical expressions of their radii
R1,2 take on specific form facilitating their further analysis. Expressive examples in this respect
with wide application in the academic and applied research are CBs [18, 19]. As a geometric
subject, surfaces of revolution are formed by rotation of a curve (called generatrix) around a
given axis. From here it follows that each of their cross-sections with a plane perpendicular to
the axis of revolution is a circle. In the reality, two solid plates play the role of the parallel
planes. This simple geometric figure imposes strict requirements regarding the solid CB plates.
More about the solid plates, used in our experiments, can be found in Section 4. They must be:
(1) macroscopically smooth (without roughness) and (2) homogeneous (with constant surface
energy). An axial symmetrical CB can be formed between many combinations of solid surfaces
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(e.g. between two co-axial spheres, cone and plane, etc.) but the prevailing part of the re‐
searches are focused exclusively on bridges between parallel flat plates. As we will discuss the
role of gravity, the axis of revolution must be parallel to the gravity field. A general survey of
a CB in a gravitational field at arbitrary orientation and inertia fields can be found in [20]. The
smoothness and homogeneity of solid surfaces are genetically related to the so-called three-
phase contact (TPC) angle hysteresis. In more details, this topic will be discussed in Sections
3-4. Here we will make only a short remark. A widely spread opinion is that hysteresis is a
result of surface roughness and heterogeneity, i.e. on macroscopic smooth and homogeneous
surfaces hysteresis should not be observed [21]. As an illustration of this opinion usually the
undisputed lack of hysteresis of oil droplet on water (immiscible liquids) is considered. Liquid
surfaces are naturally smooth and homogeneous but in the same time they (actually the
Newtonian liquids) have a very specific rheological property, they do not bear shear stress at
equilibrium in contrast to the solids. This difference is crucial for the dynamics of the systems.
A droplet on liquid will be set in motion by any nonzero (tangential to the three phase contact)
force, while a droplet on solid could stay at rest, as the solid substrate can react to the opposed
force by static shear stress [22, 23]. Here it is important to remind the experimentally proven
nonslip model in the fluid dynamics. The nonslip model is a special case of the more general
concept of continuum (e.g. [24]). According to this model, within fluids as well as their
boundaries, the velocity field is continuous. This continuity model is based on the intermo‐
lecular (van der Waals) forces’ existence. More precisely, on the presumption that the part of
an external force per intermolecular region is negligible with respect to the van der Waals
forces [25]. Hydrodynamic problems connected with the TPC line motion have made some
authors to give up the nonslip presumption [26, 27, 28, 29]. Most popular are two alternatives:
the hypothesis of local slippage in the TPC vicinity [30] and the model based on Eyring theory
[31, 32]. A weakness of these approaches is neglecting of the so-called surface forces [33, 34].
These forces result directly from intermolecular forces and become significant in thin gaps
(thickness < 10 nm) between two surfaces, i.e. just in the TPC zones, where the hydrodynamic
singularities arise. The interested reader can find more about the role of surface forces for the
wetting in [35]. In our experiments we have observed hysteresis in a wide range: from
practically pinned contacts (strong hysteresis) to contacts with nearly constant contact angles
and we have tried to interpret it in the framework of nonslip convention.
Most of the problems discussed in this chapter are well known. They concern not only CB
between two flat parallel solid surfaces but also other specific CB types (Appendix C). Some
nontrivial results obtained here are related to the study of the CB upper stretching limit.
Usually this problem is discussed from the stability viewpoint but it should be treated as a
critical point. The critical point is defined as a boundary equilibrium state, i.e. a system cannot
exist outside the critical point. Of course, this state could be unachievable, if it is preceded by
instable states. As known from the theory [36], the stability concerns the reaction of the system
at perturbation of a given equilibrium state. If the reaction is a tendency to return the system
in the equilibrium, this state is stable, otherwise the state is unstable. A typical example,
illustrating the difference between critical and instable states, is a CB with cylindrical form,
i.e. a CB with a 90° contact angle. From an equilibrium viewpoint, a cylindrical CB can be
stretched without limitations, i.e. Hcr →  ∞ (H – CB thickness). On the other hand, cylindrical
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CB have stability limit Нstab=πR (R − cylinder radius), the so-called Rayleigh instability, above
which a cylindrical CB becomes unstable [37, 38]. A more detailed analysis of CB critical points
is provided in Section 2. Actually, the stability problems are beyond the scope of this study.
2. Definition of the subject
Subject of investigation, as already mentioned, is a capillary bridge between two parallel solid
plates, normally oriented to the gravity field (Figure 1). Only axisymmetric bridges are
considered, i.e. CBs with circle three phase contacts. Although the analysis is performed for
equal contact angles on the upper/lower plate (θ+=θ–;R+=R–), it is shown that most of the
theoretical results are also applicable for different contact angles/radii − Section 2.
Figure 1. Sketch of capillary bridge in gravity field. Left: CB geometric parameters; Right: CB dynamic parameters, G – CB
weight, F± – external forces, G→ + F+
→ + F−
→ =0 (about the notations see in the glossary and text)
The processes of evaporation, condensation and the related potential temperature effects [39,
40, 41] won’t be discussed. Water bridges have shown observable evaporation, which was
neglected, because the evaporation rates were low enough, thus ensuring quasi-static states of
the CB, Section 4. Moreover, the scaled forms of the theoretical results are invariant to the
bridge volume, Eq. (8). Concerning the RTIL bridges, they are practically non-volatile.
As known, the mechanical equilibrium of a capillary system obeys the pressure balance,
pσ =Δp, where pσ is the capillary pressure and ∆p is the pressure difference of both sides of the
capillary surface. Because of the axial symmetry, pσ =σr −1d (rsinφ / dr), where r and φ are current
coordinates. In this symmetry, the separate curvatures (1/R1,2) are defined as follows:
1 / R1 =sinφ / r  (the so-called azimuthal curvature); 1 / R2 =dsinφ / dr  (meridional curvature). The
angle φ is defined between the normal vector at a given point of the generatrix and the vertical
axis z, Figure 1 left. In this study the CB pressure difference is defined as Δp = pi − pe where pi/e
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are internal/external pressures, Figure 1 right. The external pressure is practically constant (pe
= const), while the inside pressure varies with height (hydrostatic pressure), pi = p0−ρgz. The
precise expression of the gravitational term is Δρgz, where Δρ =ρliquid −ρair ≈ρliquid ≡ρ (the air
density is negligible compared to liquid density). We use traditional notations as: ρ − density
and g – gravity of earth. The inside pressure p0 at level z=0 deserves special attention. In its
turn, the zero vertical position is a question of choice, Sections 2 and 3. Inserting all briefly
explained quantities in the pressure balance, one obtains [18, 42]:
0
1 ( sin ) ,s j r= D -d r p gzr dr (1)
with Δ p0 = p0− pe. The main mathematical complication in Eq. (1) comes from the non-linear
relation between sinφ and the generatrix equation z(r), sinφ =(dz / dr) / 1 + (dz / dr)2. At the same
time, the use of sinφ as variable show advantages which are repeatedly demonstrated in the
present study.
A preparatory and very important step for the successful solution and analysis of any
differential equation is its scaling. Particularly the scaled form of Eq. (1) reads:
0
1 ( sin ) ,j = -d x P Bo yx dx (2)
where x ≡ r / L r  ; y ≡ z / L z ; P0≡ (Δ p0)L r / σ ; Bo ≡ρg L r L z / σ. Generally scaling lengths (here, Lr,
Lz) are derived from the dimensions of the system and are chosen so that the order of the scaled
(dimensionless) variable is of the order of unity. So, for instance, in the case of a CB, the vertical
scaling length obviously is the bridge height, i.e. Lz=H. To know more about the concrete scaling
procedures, see in Sections 2 and 3. The dimensionless parameter Bo, known as Bond number
[43, 20] is decisive for the role of gravity in the capillary systems. Most often the criterion for
neglecting the effects of gravity is written as Bo<<1 but as it can be seen from Eq.(2), the correct
condition is Bo<<P0. More generally, the scaled form Eq. (2) is the stepping stone for solving
the generatrix equation z(r) in Bo powers series, z(x)= z0(x) + z1(x)Bo + ... for arbitrary values of
Bo<P0. Another often noticed misleading usage of the Bond number concerns the scaling
lengths Lk. Usually they are reduced to only one length, which in the case of a CB is most often
the contact radius, i.e. Bo ≡ρgR 2 / σ [44, 45]. Eq. (1) also allows an interesting comparative
analysis of the two curvatures 1 / R1,2, Section 3. As an illustration of such analysis, let’s consider
the curvatures in the CB waist/haunch point. The azimuthal curvature reduces to 1 / rm (rm,
waist/haunch radius, Figure 1), while the meridional curvature preserves its form (dsinφ / dr).
Now let us imagine a flattening of CB at constant contact angles. It is obvious that the azimuthal
curvature will diminish (rm grows), while the meridional curvature dsinφ / dr  increases.
Moreover, in Section 2 it is shown that dsinφ / dr →∞ at H/R →  0, Appendix A. In conclusion,
it follows that the balance, Eq. (1) allows different type of approximations, e.g. a weightless
CB (Bo=0, Section 2), a heavy CB (Bo≠0, Section 3); 2D/3D bridges (Section 3).
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3. Capillary bridge in the absence of gravity
This section is devoted to a CB for which the role of gravity is negligible compared with the
capillary pressure. According to Eq. (2), the pressure balance in this case takes the form [42]:
0
1 ( sin ) ,j =d x Px dx (3)
with a criterion for its validity Bo < < P0. The CB Bond number is expressed as Bo =ρg L r H / σ,
where H is the bridge thickness and Lr is the radial scaling length (Section 1). As shown at
Figure 1, there are two variants for choice of Lr: the contact radius R or the haunch/neck radius
rm and below it will be shown that rm is the preferable one. Before that, let’s briefly consider
the factors determining the Bo magnitude. The parameters in Bo can be grouped in two parts,
a physical part (ρg/σ) and a geometric (LrH) one. The physical complex (ρg/σ), often related to
the so-called capillary length, L σ ≡ σ / ρg  is a constant for a given liquid. For instance the
capillary length of water is of the order of millimeters (σ≈70 mN/m; ρ≈103 Kg/m3; g≈10 m/s2),
L σ ≈1 mm. The variable parameters in our experiments are the geometric lengths, Lr and H.
They are not independent but coupled, roughly speaking, as L r2 ~1 / H  (constant volume,
V ~ L r2H ). From here it follows that Bo ~ H , i.e. at CB flattening (thinning) the role of gravity
decreases.
The first integral of the pressure balance Eq. (3) causes no difficulty and using the boundary
condition φ(r = rm)=90° , one obtains,
( )2sin 1 1,j = - +x C x (4)
Note that here, in accordance with the above-mentioned boundary condition, the scaling
length is the waist/haunch radius rm and the dimensionless parameters are x ≡ r / rm and
C ≡Δ p0rm / 2σ respectively. The notation C of the scaled capillary pressure instead of P0 is to
emphasize the difference between ∆p0 of heavy and weightless CB. In presence of gravity
(heavy CB), ∆p0 is referred to the CB bottom while in absence of gravity (weightless CB) ∆p0 is
a global characteristic. The scaled capillary pressure C plays central role in the entire CB
analysis below. Very indicative, for instance is its relation with the TPC radii R and anglesθ.
Applying Eq. (4) to the upper/lower contact (x=X±) one obtains:
2
sin 1,1
q± ±
±
-= -
XC X (5)
where, X±≡R± / rm. Actually Eq. (4) holds for any cross section of CB with a plane (normal
oriented to the axis of symmetry) relating a (X,θ) couple at the respective level y. This general
consideration allows us for the sake of simplicity to use Eq. (5) in form C(X,θ), Figure 2. Relation
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(5) clearly shows the algebraic character of C, i.e. the algebraic character of the capillary
pressure Pγ. It can be positive, zero or negative. At convex generatrix (X<1), in the entire interval
of angles (π / 2<θ ≤π), the capillary pressure is positive (C > 0). The intercept points of the
dashed line C=1 with the isogons (Figure 2) correspond to spherical CB forms, i.e. circular arc
generatrix curves. As seen from Eq. (5), the spherical CB parameters satisfy the condition
X =sinθ. An exception is the point C(X=0)=1, which is a peculiar end point of all convex CB
(θ>π/2) isogons. As it will be discussed below in this section, approaching (by stretching) X
→  0, i.e. at rm →  0, the convex isogon generatrix y(x) pass through inflexion point (d2y/dx2=0,
Eq. (10)). Another noteworthy region of C vs. X diagrams is the line X=1. It is the asymptote
of concave/convex isogons (C →  ±∞) and the discontinuity point {C=1/2, X=1} lies also on it.
The regions C →  ±∞ concern the so-called thin CB, Appendix A, while the point {C=1/2, X=1}
acquires cylindrical shape (contact angle θ=π/2). Cylindrical CB is an attractive capillary
subject because of its simple form, making the stability problems very transparent [46].
 
Figure 2. Left – Capillary pressure, C vs X, calculated from Eq. (5); Right – arbitrary cross section illustrating a convex
CB with constant C but different contact angles θ, θi.
Zero capillary pressure (C=0) defining a catenoid state is one of the most popular capillary
figures. We have already mentioned about it in the Introduction and here will add only the
condition for its realization, X sinθ =1, Eq. (5), illustrated by the cross point of the dashed
horizontal line C=0 with the isogons θ <π / 2 (Figure 2 left). The region X >1 corresponds to
stretching of concave CB. Below in the text it will be shown that there are critical values of (X,
θ) above which concave CB do not exist.
The external forces, F± supporting a CB are another very important characteristic, which can
be obtained via elementary tools. At negligible gravity, F± are equal in absolute value but
oppositely directed, F+→ + F−→ =0 (Figure 1). As derived in Appendix B, due to the gravity, the
relation between F± gets more complicated. In contrast to liquid|gas surface where the
mechanical equilibrium is described by a local balance, Eq. (3), the forced balance on solid|
liquid; solid|gas can be derived only globally. Due to the force acting on the entire solid area
and on the TPC contact contour, one obtains [42].
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2 0(2 sin )p s q p± ± ± ±= ± - DF R R p (6)
Because of the trivial symmetry, we will further analyse only the balance on the upper plate,
thus omitting the subscript (+). The term 2πRσsinθ is the normal (toward the contact plane)
component of the TPC force and the term πR 2Δ p0 is the capillary pressure force. Upon
expressing ∆p0 through С from Eq. (5), we finally obtain F:
2
sin2 .1
qps -= -
XF R X (7)
Like the capillary pressure, Eq. (5), the force F can alter its sign or become zero. At concave
CB, since X ≥1, F is positive for all angles in the interval 0≤θ ≤π / 2 and acts as a stretching force.
At convex CB (X<1) the external force F is positive at (sinθ −X )>0, zero (F=0) in the point
sinθ = X , (spherical CB, Eq. (4) at C=1) and negative pressing force (F<0) at X>sin θ.
The complete analysis of CB behavior requires integration of Eq. (4). In essence, this integration
yields the generatrix equation y(x) which in our notations can be presented as [47]:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
2
0 0 22 21
1 1,, , with , ,
1 1
x x
x x
+ -= = ±
é ù- + -ê úë û
òx CRI x Cy x C I x C dX C (8)
The integral I0(x,C) describes the upper part of the generatix curve, i.e. at 0 ≤y≤ H/2rm (above
the neck, Figure 1 left). Note that here, for the sake of convenience, the co-ordinate system is
established on the CB neck/haunch with (scaled) radial coordinate defined in the interval
1≤x≤X (=R/rm) for concave CB and X≤x≤1 for convex CB respectively. The sign ‘±’ accounts
whether the CB is concave (positive sign, X >1, 0≤θ <π / 2), or convex (negative sign,
X <1, π / 2<θ ≤π). Further the signs of I0 will be omitted, given the correct sign in every
particular situation. Traditionally I0 is presented by (Legendre’s) elliptic integrals first and
second kind F, E (e.g. [18]), but for its evaluation we apply another calculation scheme (see
further).
As seen I0 is integrable, but singular (in the lower limit ξ=1), which gives rise to significant
instability of the numerical results. We have settled the issue by dividing the integrals into
singular and regular parts. The singular part allows direct integration, while the regular part
is estimated numerically and as a result, for x=X one obtains:
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )
( )
22 2
0 2
1
1 11 2 2 11, arcsin ,4 2 1 2 1 1
x xp xx x
é ùé ù - - +- - - ë ûê ú= - -- é ùê ú + - +ë û ë û
òX CC C XI X C dC C C C (9)
In practice, the evaluation of I0, according to Eq. (9), is performed by assigning a series of values
of X at a fixed contact angle θ. The computation procedure is split into two subintervals
X >1, 0≤θ <π / 2 (concave CB) and X <1, π / 2<θ ≤π (convex CB). We have used for X step of
∆X = 0.05; the angles subject to computation were: 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 89°; 91°, 100°, 120°, 179°
(Figure 3, Figure 4).
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Most of the evaluations here concern experimentally measured quantities. As all measure‐
ments are optical, it is preferable the experimental data to be presented in a form invariant
with respect to the optical magnification. An appropriate presentation is H/R vs X, very
convenient for interpretation by the theoretical relation following from Eq. (8) at
x = X , H / R =2I0(X , C) / X . Formally the ratio (H/R) is function of X and C, but the parameter
C is function of X and contact angles θ± Eq. (5) which transforms (H/R) equivalently in a
function of X and θ, H / R = f (X , θ). It’s important to note that the additional condition of
constant volume V =2πrm3 ∫
1
X
ξ 2d I0(ξ, C)=const  is necessary for the determination of the radii R
or rm separately [47].
Figure 3 and Figure 4 present series of curves (H / R)vs.X −1, respectively vs. X calculated via
Eqs. (8)-(9) for a set of contact angles. The coordinate Х-1 in Figure 3 has been favored for its
more compact presentation (0≤X −1≤1), compared to Х (1≤X <∞). The limit X →  1 named here
thin CB will be discussed in more details in Appendix A.

Х
  Х    
 
 
 several experiments (triangles, hollow circles and squares) of stretching co
 





   
Stretching 
Figure 3. Data from several experiments (triangles, hollow circles and squares) of stretching concave CB. The meas‐
ured contact angles indicated apparent hysteresis. The photo series above illustrate the real CB shape deformation at
stretching.
The most substantial difference between the graphics of Figure 3 and Figure 4 is the presence
of maximum only in one of them. On the one hand, (H/R)max is a critical value, i.e. a (concave)
CB can't be stretched more than this degree. On the other hand, the existence of extremum
puts the question which of the two 1/ Xm at a given (H/R) is the real one? This well-known
problem in the literature is solved via thermodynamic considerations. The right branch of an
concave isogone [(1/ Xm)< (1/ X)<1] is the so called thermodynamic stable branch, while the left
branch is thermodynamic unstable one. These two branches define equilibrium states but with
different liquid|gas area. The CBs on the left branch are with bigger area compared with the
CBs on the right branch and this is maybe the most transparent elucidation of the question [46].
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Now the question is why the convex CB (θ>π/2) show no extremum? A short (and correct) but
not so transparent answer is because the two curvatures of convex CB have same sign in
contrast to concave CB, where the curvatures have opposite signs. The upper limit of stretching
of convex CB is at X=0, i.e. at R=0. It is the same limit as in the case of C(X=0)=1 (Figure 2),
where all convex isogons end at one point. It is interesting to note that in the state R=0 the
parameter C acquires the value coinciding with the value of C for a sphere (C=1). The problem
here is that the complete (closed) sphere is only congruent with a contact angle θ =180°, while
for all other angles the asymptote R →  0 calls for additional analysis. The solution of the
problem is associated with the appearance of an inflexion point xi in the generatrix, i.e. with
the appearance of a root in (d 2y / d x 2)xi =0. From Eq. (8) one obtains:
2 1 sin ,1 sin
q
q
- -= = -i
C Xx XC X (10)
It ensues from Eq. (10) that the inflexion emerges in the range 0< X <sinθ, i.e. beyond the
“sphere” state X =sinθ. More details about the inflexion point can be found in [42, 47]. Figure
5 illustrates the appearance of inflexion point for two angles (95°, 120°) at stretching. It is clearly
seen that at θ =180° any signs of inflexion are absent.
On Figure 3 and Figure 4 experimentally measured points of CB stretching are drawn. The
direct measurements of contact angles show good coincidence with the theoretical isogons
angle, which is a positive test of the method. The experimental data show also some interesting
features of the TPC hysteresis. As seen, concave CB exhibits expressed hysteresis (contact
angles θ change 10°-15°) while convex CB show now detective one (all experimental points lie
close to θ≈100° isogone). Another noticeable difference in the TPC behavior between concave
and convex CB is the reaction of the lower/upper contacts at stretching. Convex CBs show
observable difference between the upper/lower contact radii (R±) and angles (θ±), while the
same parameters of concave CBs remain practically equal.
 
 

 
Х
StretchingStretching 
Figure 4. Data from stretching convex CB experiments (triangles and squares). The contact angle at weak stretching
(X=0.99÷0.91) is practically constant. The deviation from the isogone at stronger stretching is due to gravity. The photo
series above illustrate the real CB shape deformation at stretching.
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Figure 5. Х
     
Х  ≠ 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
 
Figure 5. Capillary bridge profiles computed for three different states (Х= 0.01, 0.1, 0.5) of three isogones in dimension‐
less coordinates y = y(x): (a) θ = 95°; (b) θ = 120°; (c) θ = 180°. The appearance of an inflexion is distinctly perceptible at
increased stretching (Х = 0.1, 0.5) at θ ≠ 180°.
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The domain of rupture of the investigated convex CB turned to be at X =0.84÷0.80, significantly
earlier than the definition limit Х = 0. The reason for the premature rupture could be the rise
of Rayleigh instability [37], combined with the gravitational deformation. Yet, this phenomenon
requires its own analysis.
4. Capillary bridge in a gravity field
In this section we will look into an aspect that is always present but often neglected. It is the
role of gravity field on capillary forms. The work of Bashforth & Adams [48] from over a
century ago is among the first reports exploring the effects of gravity on capillary shapes
applying numerical methods for calculation of their shape. Latter many authors, e.g. [48, 49,
50, 51, 52, 20], proposed in the manner of Bashforth & Adams’ work, new parameterization of
the Laplace equation and thus defining the shape parameters of both bound and unbound
axisymmetric menisci. Although these works have basically resolved the issue, there are still
blank spots which need to be filled. We propose a slightly different variant of the classical
approach, consisting of relatively simple instruments which allow us to obtain many interest‐
ing results, some of which are used for the interpretation of the experimental data.
A basis for the further analysis is the capillary gravitational balance in its dimensional Eq. (1)
and scaled Eq. (2) forms. In contrast to CB, in the absence of gravity where the first integral of
the pressure balance causes no difficulties, Eq.(4), the appearance of the gravitational term
makes only its global integration transparent. In Appendix B one can find detailed derivation
of all interesting relations, while here are given only the most substantial results. Among them
are the external forces F± supporting CB in mechanical equilibrium (Figure 1 right). The
emphasis mechanical is because the system could be thermodynamically non-equilibrium (e.g.
to evaporate) which does not disturb the mechanical equilibrium.
As derived in Appendix B, Eq.(28), the upper/lower external forces F± , get the form:
2
2 2
2
2 2
2 ( sin ) ( / )
2 ( sin ) ( / ) ,
s q p rp
s q p rp
+ + + + ++ +
+
- - - - -- -
-
- + -= -
- - -= - -
m m m
m
m m m
m
r R r R G gr hF R R r
r R r R G gr hF R R r
(11)
The two parameters R±, θ± depend differently on gravity. In the case of identical substrates
and ideal contacts (i.e. without hysteresis), the contact angles must be equal (θ+ =θ−=θ)
regardless of gravity, as far as they reflects situations of TPC governed by the van der Waals
and electrostatic forces [33, 35]. Generally θ+≠θ− as far TPC hysteresis is always present at solid
surfaces. Compared to contact angles, contact radii R± are functions of gravity and differ one
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from another (R+≠R−) even at equal angles θ. This can be proved easily by putting θ+ =θ−; R+ = R−
in Eq. (11) from where it follows G=0. From Eq. (11) follows that only F– may nullify (F−=0),
while F+ is non-zero, except at the trivial case when R+ =0. Note that in the case R+ =0(R−≠0) we
don't have bridge but a sessile droplet.
The situation (F−=0 ; F+≠0 ; R±≠0) is equivalent to a pendant CB, similar to pendant droplet,
where the whole weight is balanced by the external force at the upper plate, F+ =G. Of course
for the sake of simplicity here the weight of CB plates is neglected.
As mentioned many times, the solution for heavy CB profile, z(r) is a matter of profound
numerical calculus, which actually is a combination of different approximations with semi-
empirical numerical methods. Over the past decade, the development of this methodology has
seemingly been completed. The research now is focused mainly on applications related to
practical problems, [53, 54]. Below we demonstrate a known but not often used approach
[55], marked by its geometrical transparency revealing some new insides of CB profiles.
To begin with, let's remind of the comparative analysis of the main curvatures 1 / R1,2 made in
Section 1.The radii of curvature R1,2 depends quite differently on the CB dimensions, height H
and contact radius R. On flattering the azimuthal radius R1 = r / sinφ increases while the
meridional R2 =dr / dsinφ always decreases. This behavior derives directly from CB volume
conservation condition. In addition, the meridional radius R2 depends on the contact angleθ.
So for instance, at θ=90° (cylindrical bridge), R2=0 and the capillary pressure solely remains
functional on R1, (pσ =σ / R1). A detailed analysis of this and many other aspects can be found
in Section 2. What is important here is the existence of CB heights interval, where 1 / R1 <1 / R2
so that the left hand side of Eq. (1) to be simplified as σd (sinϕ) / dr =Δ p0−ρgz. From geometric
viewpoint, neglecting the azimuthal curvature reduces the problem from 3D to 2D, and thus
facilitating its analysis. The advantage comes from the trigonometric relation,
dsinφ / dx = −dcosφ / dz so that we can rewrite the equation of balance as
0(cos ) / ,s j r= -D +d dz p gz (12)
Now Eq. (12) can be integrated directly but before that let’s look at the validity of this approx‐
imation from experimental viewpoint.
In Figure 6, experimental results about curvature ratio (1 / R2) / (1 / R1) in the waist (R1=rm) of a
concave CB as a function of its thickness ratio H/Hcr are given. The meridional curvature is
notated as K and the thickness is scaled by the CB rupture thickness Hcr. The negative sign of
the ordinate accentuates on the different curvatures’ orientations (a concave CB), while for a
convex CB the same ordinate would be positive. As seen from the diagram for a thickness up
to H / Hcr ≤0.6, the meridional curvature is bigger (in absolute values) than the azimuthal
curvature, i.e. in this range the 2D approximation holds. Series of experimental photos
corresponding to the diagram data are shown above the diagram.
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The first integral of Eq. (12) in scaled version reads,
2cos ,j = - +Boy Cy A (13)
with Bo =ρgH 2 / 2σ; C ≡ (Δ p0)H / σ; y ≡ z / H . In 2D, there is only one scaling length − H as far as
only one length variable z figures in the balance Eq. (12). The two constants of Eq. (13) A and
C are determined by the boundary conditions at the lower/upper plate:
cos cos cat os c0 and at 1,osj q j q- - + += - = = == - =+A Bo yC Ay (14)
The signs of cosφ± depend on the orientation of the normal vector towards the axis of symmetry,
Figure 7.
The system of Eq. (13), (14) is still not the complete solution of the problem (12) but it contains
abundant information about the characteristic 2D bridge profile points. For example the
extremum points (waist/haunch) for which accounting that the current angle φ equals to 90°,
from Eqs. (13) and (14) one obtains a quadratic equation with roots,
2cos cos cos cos cos cos2 1 ( ) 2 1,q q q q q q+ - + - + -+ + -= - ± - +ey Bo Bo Bo (15)



 
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  
 
              
 
ewpoint.  
  
 
Figure 6. Experimental results for the curvature ratio (Kmrm) vs. the thickness ratio H/Hcr; Hcr is the thickness of CB
rupture; green – IL_4; blue – IL_5; red –IL_6; the transition 2D →  3D is marked on the photo series.
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From Eq. (15) one can reveal many details connected with 2D bridge profile but before that it
must be defined the area of θ± and Bo values inside which a 2D bridge exists. The solution of
this problem follows from the consideration that |cosφ | ≤1, i.e. | Boy 2−Cy + A| ≤1. As far the
left-hand side is a function of y, the inequality concerns its extremum point, i.e.
| −C 2 / 4Bo + A| ≤1 and after substituting the already determined constant A from (14) one
obtains,
cos cos cos cos2(1 cos )[1 1 2 ],1 cos 1 cos
q q q qq q q
+ - + --
- -
+ +£ + + + ++ +Bo (16)
From Eq. (16) it follows that CBs with θ–<θ+ allow higher Bo values in comparison with θ–>θ+.
For instance, at θ+ =180°; θ–=0°, Bo≤8, while in the reverse case, θ+ =0; θ–=180°, Bo=0. Moreover,
at θ–=180° any heavy bridge cannot exist.
Figure 7. Sketch illustrating the relations between the angles θ±and φ±.
Other indicative points are the TPC co-ordinates X±, where X– =x(y=0), X+ =x(y=1). These co-
ordinates are related with the parameters, θ± and Bo via the integral of Eq. (13), whose concise
form reads,
1
0
cot ,jD = -òX dy (17)
It should be noted that here only the difference X+ – X– = ∆X is reasonable, because of the
translation invariance of 2D problem.
According to Eqs. (13), (14), and (17), ∆X depends on three parameters ΔX (θ±, Bo). As men‐
tioned many times, the value and behavior of θ± depend on the particular TPC rheology. So
for instance, without hysteresis θ±= const, while in the general case (in presence of hysteresis)
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they are function of Bo, θ±(Bo). Figure 8 represents experimental data of a typical contact angles
dependence on bridge thickness H. With stretching the two contact angles show increasing
difference, more accurate the upper angle θ+ changes while the lower angle θ− remains
practically constant.
Figure 8. Experimental results illustrating the ratio of the upper/lower contact angle θ±as a function of the thickness ratio H/Hcr
of IL concave CBs; green– IL_4; blue – IL_5; red–IL_6;
Figure 9 presents theoretical curves (isogons) calculated on the basis of Eq. (17) compared with
experimental data. The isogons are calculated at constant parameter θ-– = 0 (complete wetting)
and increasing θ+ from 0° to 45° with step of 5°. Note that due to the relation Bo ~ H2, the isogons
actually describe the dependence ∆X(H). The θ -values are chosen to be close to the experi‐
mental ones.
Figure 9. Theoretical curves (isogones) ∆X vs. Bond number, calculated by Eq. (17). The points represent experimental da‐
ta from concave CBs (hydrophilic plates): green – IL_4; blue – IL_5; red –IL_6.
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5. Experimental section
There are number of experimental methodologies concerning capillary bridges. Most of them
are developed in order to utilize CBs as convenient tool for TPC properties, adhesive and
capillary forces investigation. Over the past decade, there are some data in the literature which
covers mainly the force aspect of capillary bridges. Most authors as Wei et al. [56], Yang et al.
[57], Bradley et al., [58] etc. prefer to form capillary bridge at the tip of an AFM where they can
measure the force directly. Others like Lee et al. [59] and Lipowsky et al. [60] offer various
setups, which focus on directly capturing the CB profile. In this section, we will present similar
setup with original image and statistical analysis
5.1. Experimental setup
Our experimental setup consists of a micrometer, onto the measuring arms of which two square
(20x20x2 mm) stainless steel supporting plates were fixed, parallel to one another.
Two 22x22 mm microscope cover glasses (ISOLAB) of soda lime silica composition were
selected as working surfaces. They were glued to the supporting plates for static measure‐
ments. Images were recorded by using a high speed camera, MotionXtra N3, which was
mounted onto a horizontal optical tube with appropriate magnification, Figure 10.
 
Figure 10. A picture and a schematic representation of the experimental setup
The light system was designed for the bundle of light to be directed perpendicularly to the
electronic sensor of a high speed camera and at the same time the waist of the photographed
CB to appear exactly at the middle position in the light bundle.
5.2. Solid surface preparation
Hydrophilic glass surfaces were pre-cleaned with 99.9% C2H5OH and washed with deionized
(Millipore) water before being glued to the supporting plates.
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All experiments were carried out with deionized (Milipore) water or ionic liquids (IL).
Hydrophobized glass cover slides have been used for the convex CB. The preliminary
hydrophobization was done with PDMS (Rhodia Silicones, 47V1000), following the procedure
described in [61]. Before gluing the slides, they were washed with 99.9% C2H5OH.
The experimental protocol is the same for all surfaces and samples.
5.3. Water capillary bridges
A small droplet of ≈ 1 mm3 volume was placed in the middle of the lower glass slide. The upper
glass slide was moved toward the droplet until a capillary bridge was formed. Further, several
equilibrium states were recorded; pressing the shape until thin film was formed. Afterwards
stretching took place until breakage occurred (some selected sequential pictures of the
experimental part are presented in Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 6. The experiment was
repeated several times with varying initial droplet volume. Concerning the effects due to
evaporation, the direct volume decrease played no role, since the theoretical relations are in
scaled (volume invariant) form (Section 2, Eq. (8)). Other effects related to the evaporation (e.g.
thermo-effects) were not observed.
6. Ionic liquid capillary bridges
Room-temperature ionic liquids (RTIL) show very promising properties in studies of liquid
CBs. They are salts in liquid states and usually exhibit very low vapor pressure (10-10 Pa at
25˚C), i.e. no volume changes occurred during the experiment. Three RTIL were used for CB
formation between hydrophilic glass surfaces. Summary of their physical properties is
presented in Table 1 and their ion structural formulae are given in Figure 11 [62].
Sample number Ionic Liquid Surface Tension, σ
[mN/m]
Density, ρ
[kg/m3]
ρ/σ,
[s2/m3]Cation Anion
IL 4 EMIM BTA 33.6 1548 0.046
IL 5 DiEMIM BTA 31.6 1450 0.046
IL 6 Et3Pic BTA 32.9 1513 0.046
Table 1. Physical properties of IL
From the presented data in Table 1, it is seen that ratio ρ/σ determining the Bond number, Eqs.
(2) remains constant for all RTILs.
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Figure 11. Structural formulaе of ionic liquid ions
6.1. Image analysis
The image analysis consist of three essential steps: capturing the CB image, detection of CB
profile edge and statistical approximation of the determined profile [63]. Below we've
presented schematically each step with short comments.
Capturing the CB image
σ
ρ ρ σ
ρ σ
е
 
Figure 12. A typical CB image. It's important to stress out that although the TPC region looks sharp, the contrast there
isn't good enough. That’s one of the reasons we choose to restrict us on the waist region.
6.1.1. Determining the CB profile
Determining the precise CB profile is the most vital part of the whole image analysis. This is
why we pay special attention to it. It is performed in two steps: first we perform a rough edge
detection (filtering the image) to get rid of the unnecessary information (background, light
effects, etc.) and then scanning the filtered image to determine the precise profile.
• Finding edges with Sobel operator based filter [64].
Figure 13. Resulting image after applying the Sobel Filter on the image from Figure 12.
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• Scanning the filtered image (normal to the obtained contours)
Figure 14. For each point, yi over a vertical stripe of the filtered picture (the white dashed line), the intensity value Ii is
mapped, Figure 15.
• Determining the dynamic threshold
The average intensity of the signal I¯  can be determined on every stripe of the image (Figure
15). Assuming that the obtained useful information is a small part of the entire signal, one can
use the so-called “three-sigma rule” (webpage [65]) which is a measure for the noise exclusion.
In the current case we use 3 D for the coefficient k, which multiplies the standard deviation.
( )2
D D 1
-
= ± = = -
å åi i
Stripe Stripe
I I I
t I k I n n
Here t is the calculated dynamic threshold; I i is the intensity of the i–th point; I¯  is the average
intensity over a given stripe; k is a coefficient which controls the selection filter quality; D is
the mean square deviation of the intensities; n is the number of yi points.
Figure 15. Pixel intensity over a stripe of the image. The exact positions yi see below.
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Averaging is done by a standard numerical approximation
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>
=
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j j
I t
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j
I t
I y
y I
Here yj is the coordinate of the i-th point and yi is the averaged pixel coordinate (Figure 15).
For all obtained points, x coordinates is with 1px precision (based on the scanning frequency),
while y coordinates have sub-pixel precision compensating the Cartesian sampling of the
sensor (Figure 16).
Figure 16. Resultant curve of established co-ordinates of the points in x,y [pixel] space.
6.1.2. Processing the obtained coordinates
• A selected segment of the meniscus profile with defined size (e.g. 150 points) is used.
• The points are submitted to a circular approximation:
2 2 20 0
1 ( ) ( )æ ö = - + -ç ÷è ø x x y yK
• The calculation is repeated for successive sub-segments of points. Each approximation step
delivers a radius of curvature, K-1.
• From the obtained number of radii, the minimal value (the maximum curvature) is selected.
We claim that it corresponds to the waist curvature. The precision of the procedure depends
on the resolution of the respective profile which in this case is about 0.5µm.
This simple procedure gives us the opportunity to evaluate the curvature K-1 directly from the
real CB profile and thus to make the validation of 2D →  3D transition possible (Figure 6).
7. Summary
Presented are results of study of two types of CB systems. The first one covered investigations
of CB in the absence of gravity. This is a demonstration of a geometrical approach combined
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with the analytical description of the system, showing very good correlation with the experi‐
mental data. The second aspect is dedicated to CB behavior in gravity field. Here again the
benefit of the combination of geometric and analytical methods is employed. The transparency
of the obtained results holds out hope, the same approach to be successfully applied to other
CB problems, e.g. CB stability.
Appendix A
In contrast to the variety of CB parameters near the critical height, their flattening (thinning)
toward zero thickness, is of much more universal character. This universality starts to show
itself at a thickness Н, smaller than the radius of the contact R (R>>H). Taking into account the
self-evident fact that R → rm →∞ andX (≡R / rm)→1atH →0 makes suitable the substitution Х =
1+∆, with ∆ →  0. Thus, the parameter С in the thin CB region tends to (Eq. (5)):
1 sin 1 sin( 1 ) 2 4
q q- += - D » - +DC X (18)
The two terms on the right-hand side represent the two (dimensionless) curvatures: the
meridional curvature (first term) and the azimuthal curvature (second term). For example, at
θ =90° we obtain a cylinder; the generatrix turns into a straight line of zero curvature, which
leaves only the second (azimuthal) curvature equal to 1/2 and С = 1/2. The meridional curva‐
ture’s change of sign as a function of the contact angle is allowed for by the sign of Δ.
It is worth commenting on the fact that the thin CB generatrices converge to equations of circle.
It follows by inserting Eq. (18) in Eq. (4), which after integration yields,
2 2 2( 1 )+ - + =c cy x X X (19)
Note that within the framework of the thin CB approximation, the correct range of integration
is 1≤ x ≤1 + Δ. The dimensionless circular radius X c =1 / 2C (coinciding with the CB generatrix
radii of curvature) is related to the CB thickness, via H / 2rm = X c |cosθ | . The use of modulus
sign is meant to eliminate the sign alteration when the angle θ passes through π/2 (see above).
The capillary pressure, C is represented by the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (18),
X c =1 / 2C. Equation (19) can be generalized as:
( )22 21+ - ± =c cy x X X (20)
Where, the positive sign is for θ < π/2 and negative for θ > π/2.
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Estimation of the external force F acting upon thin CB can be obtained from Eq. (7) at Δ →0 as
follows:
1 sin cos( 1 ) (1 ) 1 2q qpg pg- æ ö= + D » + = +ç ÷D è øF X R R R H (21)
By analogy to the capillary pressure, again for the case of θ ≠90°, the second term in the right-
hand side is of interest, which eventually (upon sufficient thinning) becomes dominant
F (H →0)=2πγR 2cosθ / H . Allowing for the volume constancy (πR 2H =const), makes the force
F in the asymptotic dependence inversely proportional to the thickness of a square:
F (H →0)~1 / H 2. In the estimate of the volume, we have assumed that it equals to its cylindrical
part, disregarding the menisci − an entirely correct approximation in case of sufficiently thin
bridges.
Appendix B
A brief derivation and a mathematical analysis of the supporting forces (F±) follows. Because
of the double-meaning of the z(r) curve, the integration is carried out separately for the two
parts of CB volume (above and below the point rm, Figure 1). And so, for the two parts we
obtain:
2 2 20
2 2 20
2 ( sin ) ( ) for the lower part
2 ( sin ) ( ) for the upper part,
s p q p r p
s p q p r p
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r
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(22)
To clarify the matter, we present the integrals in (22) as follows:
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(23)
and when substitute (23) in (22), one obtains:
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where G± = ρgV± is the respected weights of the upper/lower CB parts; V± − their volume parts.
Actually Eqs. (24) define the pressure difference ∆p0
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(25)
As discussed in Section 3, resultant forces F± at CB plates can be expressed as follows,
2( ) 2 sin ,p ps q± ± ± ± ±± = - -eF p p R R (26)
where p± are the internal pressures on the upper/lower plate, i.e. p−= p0; p+ = p0−ρgH . Making
use of the notations introduced in Section 2, the above equation can be rewritten as (compare
with Eq.(6)),
2 0
2 0
( ) 2 sin ,
2 sin ,
p r ps q
p ps q
+ + + +
- - - -
= D - -
- = D -
F R p gH R
F R p R (27)
After substituting ∆p0 from (25) in (27), we come to the final expression for the force
2
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(28)
As at any mechanical equilibrium the following ballance is valid F+ + F− + G =0
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Glossary
Bo − bond number
CB − capillary bridge
C − dimensionless capillary pressure
F±– external forces
G – CB weight
H − bridge thickness
K − curvature
Lr / Lz – radial/axial scaling length
R − equilibrium dimension radius
R1,2 − meridional/azimuthal curvature radiuses
R± − upper/lower dimension radius
RTIL − Room-Temperature Ionic Liquid
TPC − Three-Phase Contact
X − dimensionless radius R/rm
g – gravity of earth
pi/e − internal/external pressures
pσ − capillary pressure
rm − dimension waist radius
x ≡ r / rm; y ≡ z / H  − current dimensionless coordinates
∆p − pressure difference
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θ± − upper/lower contact angle
ρliquid|air − liquid|air density
σ − surface tension
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